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Abstract— Bias Temperature Instability (BTI) causes
significant threshold voltage shift in MOSFET using
Hafnium-dioxide (HfO2 ) High-k dielectric material. Negative BTI and Positive BTI are two types of BTI effects observed in p-channel and n-channel MOSFET. BTI affects
the stability and reliability of conventional six transistor
(6T) SRAM design in nano-scale CMOS technology. Eight
transistor (8T) and Ten transistor (10T) SRAM cell designs are known for their ability to operate at lower supply
voltages to reduce power consumption. In this paper, we
present a comparative analysis of different SRAM cell designs in terms of their reliability against BTI effects. For
a fair comparison, voltage scaling is applied to the 8T and
10T cells to a level where they show same Static Noise Margin (SNM) as that of the 6T cell at nominal supply voltage.
In a predictive 32 nm CMOS technology, the supply voltage
of 8T and 10T cells is reduced to 0.42 V which is 54% lower
than the nominal supply voltage (0.9 V), which the 6T cell
is biased at. Due to lower supply voltage in 8T and 10T
SRAM designs, the impact of BTI is lower and reliability is
far better than the 6T SRAM design, while achieving significant leakage power reduction. Based on the simulation
results, we recommend designing SRAM arrays using 8T
SRAM cell or 10T SRAM cell in future nano-scale CMOS
where BTI effect is a reliability barrier for SRAM design.
Keywords—SRAM, 6T, 8T, 10T, Bias Temperature Instability (BTI) effect, MOSFET, Nano-scale CMOS, voltage scaling, SRAM, Static Noise Margin (SNM), write margin, access time, leakage power
I. Introduction
With recent introduction of High-k material to avoid
gate tunneling effect, device reliability issues have become
a major challenge in 32 nm node and beyond. Circuit lifetime is reduced due to threshold voltage (Vth ) shift caused
by Bias temperature instability (BTI) [1] due to interface
charge trap generated during device “ON” state. BTI is
classified into Negative BTI in p-channel MOSFET and
Positive BTI in n-channel MOSFET. Change in Vth is dependent on applied electrical field, time and temperature.
It is crucial to analyze the impact of BTI on different Static
Random-Access Memory (SRAM) designs. Conventional
six transistors (6T) SRAM cell is significantly affected by
Vth variation due to BTI effect.
This affects the stability of 6T SRAM in terms of Static
noise margin (SNM), Write Margin (WM), Read Margin
(RM), and leakage power, in 32 nm and beyond. Alterna978-1-61284-914-0/11/$26.00 ©2011 IEEE

tive SRAM circuit designs are favored to replace 6T SRAM
in 32 nm node [2]. We have analyzed 8T [3] and 10T [4]
SRAM cells to show that their cell stability is better than
the conventional 6T SRAM cell in the presence of transistor aging effects. The stability is improved by isolation
of Write-word line and Read-word line. To the best of our
knowledge, for the first time, we have applied BTI Vth shift
to 8T and 10T SRAM cells and compared the results of aging with 6T SRAM cell in nano-scale CMOS technology.
Negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) is deeply
studied for silicon-dioxide (SiO2 ) dielectric but for Hafnium
(Hf ) oxide positive bias temperature instability (PBTI) is
reported to be also major bottleneck in deep sub-micron
technologies [5]. In this paper, we have studied the combined effect of NBTI and PBTI effect in Hafnium-dioxide
(HfO2 ) dielectric devices. Incorporating additional transistors in 6T SRAM enhances the SRAM reliability but comes
with a penalty of increased chip area. It has recently been
reported that 6T SRAM can be used until 15 nm node by
upsizing the transistors for suitable SRAM operation with
supply voltage (Vdd ) of 1.1 V to 1.2 V [6]. For further
scaling of supply voltage and channel length, alternative
SRAM circuit designs are necessary in future technologies
[1]. Our simulations are performed in a predictive high
performance 32 nm model [7–8] to observe the stability of
different SRAM designs under combined NBTI and PBTI
effects. The nominal supply voltage of 32 nm technology
is 0.9 V which is used for the biasing of 6T SRAM cell.
8T, 10T SRAM designs show enhance Static Noise Margin (SNM) at nominal supply voltage compared to the 6T
design. The common method of exploiting the improved
SNM is to reduce the supply voltage for reducing power
consumption. For a fair comparison, we have scaled the
supply voltage of the 8T and 10T design to 0.42 V where
their SNM becomes same as the SNM of the 6T design at
nominal supply voltage (0.9 V) without applying BTI effects in all three SRAM cell designs. Then, we have applied
BTI effects on all three SRAM cell designs to compare their
reliability.
BTI effects are dependent on both process parameters
(such as Vth ) and environmental parameters (such as voltage and temperature). The combined effect of process,
voltage and temperature on BTI effects for circuit analysis is reported in [9]. This paper presents a comparative
analysis of SRAM cell designs with combined effect of voltage scaling and BTI effects. An overview of the model of
threshold voltage shift caused by BTI is discussed in Section II. Section III presents analysis and impact of BTI on
6T, 8T, 10T SRAM cell designs in 32 nm node. The dis-
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Fig. 1. Charges associated with High-k /Si interface. H ions are
created during stress from Silicon dangling bonds.

cussion then turns to a rigorous comparison of simulation
results after a brief qualitative description of write and read
margin, and leakage power in Section IV. Section V draws
the conclusions.
II. BTI Model Integrating Process, Voltage and
Temperature Dependence
A BTI model is used to estimate the shift (increase) in
threshold voltage (Vth ) in a predicted 32 nm technology for
High-k dielectric with metal gate [7], [8]. Threshold voltage shift is directly related to oxide and silicon interface
traps as expressed by:
∆Vth =

Qss
q × DI
=
Cox
Cox

(1)

where, Qss is the oxide charge per unit area at OxideSilicon interface, Cox is gate oxide capacitance per unit area
(ǫox /Tox ), q is the electron charge, DI is the final dose of
impurity implants after all diffusion steps is followed during fabrication process. It is evident from Eq. (1) that
minimizing threshold voltage variation can be obtained by
introducing controlled amount of Qss during fabrication.
Fig. 1 presents the charges found at semiconductor and
insulator (High-k ) interfaces. Qf is fixed oxide charge and
Qit is interface trap charge. High temperature annealing
at 900◦ C to 1000◦ C is used to minimize Qf and low temperature annealing at 400◦ C to 500◦ C with 10% H2 in N2
is used to minimize Qit . Every transistor (on wafer) undergoes these process steps, irrespective of N-MOS or P-MOS.
Thus Hydrogen (H ) is the main component that satisfies
the Silicon (Si) dangling bonds initially. During, voltage
stress hydrogen is replaced by majority charge from MOSFET channel due to weakening of hydrogen-silicon (H-Si)
bond at the interface and Hydrogen is released from Silicon
bond. The replacement with majority charge carries will
shift (increase) the device threshold voltage, known as BTI
effect (aging effect).
We have simplified the BTI model in [8] to highlight the
voltage and temperature dependence of the BTI effect as
follows:
∆Vth = Kv · β 0.25 · t0.25 + δv
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(2)

Fig. 2. Percentage increase in threshold voltage over life-time due to
NBTI and PBTI.

Where:
Kv

Eox
Tox

p
= A · Tox · Cox (Vdd − Vth ) · exp


Ea
exp −
kT
(Vdd − Vth )
=
Tox
3.9
=
· thk
K



Eox
Eo



·

where, Kv is the rate at which H+ species are generated,
β is percentage of time for device is under stress (β=1
for DC stress and β<1 for AC stress), and t is the total
time. T ox is the effective oxide thickness (EOT) which is
smaller than the physical thickness of the dielectric in the
case of high-k [10]. K is relative permittivity of the highk material, t hk is the thickness of high-k. C ox is oxide
capacitance per unit area, V dd is supply voltage and V th is
threshold voltage. E ox is the electric field in the oxide and
E a is activation energy. k and T are Boltzmann constant
and temperature in Kelvin, respectively. Other parameters
such as d v , A, and E o are 5 mV, 1.8 mV/nm/C0.5 , and 2
MV/cm, respectively [8]. The dependence of BTI induced
V th shift to supply voltage (Vdd ) and temperature (T ) is
clear from Eq. (2). Higher supply voltage and temperature
results in more V th shift [9].
Fig. 2 shows percentage increase in V th over time due
to PBTI and NBTI for N-MOS and P-MOS respectively,
at two stress voltages of 0.9 V and 0.42 V at 100◦ C. 0.9 V
is the nominal supply voltage and 0.42 V is chosen because
the 8T and 10T will be biased at this supply voltage as will
be explained in Section III. As evident from Eq. (2), the
rate of aging depends on supply voltage. BTI induced V th
increase is higher at higher supply voltages.
III. Analysis of Aging Effects in SRAM Designs
Reliability is of utmost importance in various SRAM designs. For the first time, we have compared different SRAM
designs in terms of their reliability against the aging effects
in 32 nm CMOS process. Fig. 3(a) shows the schematic
of 6T SRAM cell. The 6T cell is composed of a pair of
cross-coupled inverters that provide the storage. The ac-

cess transistors, M5 and M6, provide read and write operations. The cell supply voltage is 0.9 V.
To understand
the impact of transistor aging on stabil券兼
ity of the 6T SRAM cell, consider the case when the cell is
storing Q=‘1’ and Q=‘0’ for a long period of time. In this
situation, the transistors M1 and M4 are under stress and
therefore aging is observed by increased threshold voltage.
Increased threshold voltage of M1 and M4 in this case, reduces the level 拍of read SNM [9]. This is primarily because
of increased voltage noise at the Q nodes during read operation due to increased threshold voltage of the pull-down
transistor, M1, and the reduced trip point of the inverter
M3-M4 due to increased threshold voltage of M4. The aging of the 拍access transistors (M5, M6) can be neglected
because they are “OFF” most of the time (β ≈ 0), once we
consider an SRAM array with a large number of cells. 8T
and 10T SRAM cell designs improve the read SNM蛤of the
SRAM cell by introducing extra transistors to buffer the
cell for read operation, and hence avoiding any disturbance
to the cell during the read operation [3–4]. The 8T and 10T
SRAM cells are shown in Fig. 3(b) and 3(c), respectively.
Stability of the SRAM cell is increased by separating write
and read bit lines. The additional two N-MOS transistors,
M7 and M8, form a buffer for the cell during read operation, and hence, isolating the read bit line (RdBL) from the
cell. In 8T SRAM bit-line leakage is not fully eliminated.
In 10T design, the bitline leakage is reduced by adding two
more transistors, M9 and M10, as shown in Fig. 3(c).
The 6T cell is simulated to measure read SNM without
applying BTI (aging) effect at initial stress time (t=0) at
the temperature of 100◦ C and supply voltage of 0.9 V. The
initial SNM obtained for these conditions is 115 mV. The
8T and 10T cells show larger SNM than that of the 6T
cell, when compared at the nominal supply voltage of 0.9
V. Therefore, we lower the supply voltage of the 8T and
10T cells to a point where their initial SNM becomes same
as that of 6T cell at the nominal supply voltage. The 8T,
10T cell show same initial SNM of 115 mV at the scaled
supply voltage of 0.42 V. Table I shows the measurements
of the SRAM cells as the supply voltages that are adjusted
for the same SNM of 115 mV, without aging effect. Equally
balanced SNM at adjusted supply voltages is required for
a fair comparison between the three SRAM designs. For
the rest of the paper, the results of the 8T and 10T cells
are reported for the scaled supply voltage of 0.42 V. Table
II shows the numerical results of aging in拍different SRAM
performance parameters for all the three SRAM cells. In
applying aging to the cell transistors, we have considered
the worst case scenario of aging for a given performance
parameter. For example assuming the state of Q=‘1’ and
Q=‘0’ in the cell, the worst case aging for the SNM is when
only M1 and M4 age (the cell never changes the state during lifetime). The worst case scenario for aging of access
time is the same. In this state, the aged pull-down transistor, M1 in the case of the 6T, or M7 in the case of 8T
and 10T, will results in increase of access time. Notice
that we have neglected the aging of the access transistors
Krishnappa, Comparative BTI Reliability ...
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Fig. 3. Schematic of (a) Six transistor (b) Eight transistor with
separate read word line and read bit line with M7 and M8 [3] (c) Ten
transistor with M9 and M10 to lower leakage power [4].

connection to the word-line (WL) due to very low stress
probability once the cell is used in a large SRAM array.
For the aging of write margin, the worst case scenario is
when the cell after storing the same sate for a long time
is written to the opposite state and then is rewritten the
same sate back in the next cycle (second write). On the
second write attempt, the write margin will be degraded
due to the un-aged P-MOS (M2) pull-up transistor that
keeps node Q at ‘1’. Aging拍 favors the leakage power as
increased V th results in less sub threshold leakage. Since
the leakage of a large SRAM array is the sum of leakages of
many individual cells which will be in different states, we
have considered an average scenario of aging for each transistor of the cell (β=0.5) in order to estimate the impact
of aging on leakage power of the cell.
From Table II, it is observed that initial SNM for all three
SRAMs instantly drops to 113 mV at time zero. This is
due to the instant increase in V th upon power up which is
modeled as the constant δV in Eq. (2). Fig. 4 shows the
percentage of reduction in SNM of the SRAM cells at their
respective supply voltages over time. It is clear that SNM
degradation is less in the case of 8T and 10T SRAM cells

兼撃

TABLE I
Supply Voltage Adjustment of SRAM cells for same SNM = 115 mV

Cell

With-out Aging effect at 100◦ C
Supply Voltage (V)

Write Margin (V)

Access Time (n sec)

Leakage Power (nW)

6T

0.9

0.296

0.432

32.7

8T

0.42

0.110

17.9

1.99

10T

0.42

0.109

31.3

1.96

TABLE II
Aging of SRAM Parameters

Simulation results With-applied Aging effect at 100◦ C
Year

Read SNM (V)

Write Margin (V)

Access Time (n sec)

Leakage Power (nW)

SRAM cell

SRAM cell

SRAM cell

SRAM cell

6T

8T

10T

6T

8T

10T

6T

8T

10T

6T

8T

10T

0

0.113

0.113

0.113

0.295

0.109

0.108

0.433

18.8

32.3

32.6673

1.95103

1.95099

1/8

0.111

0.113

0.113

0.295

0.109

0.108

0.433

18.8

32.3

32.6655

1.95053

1.95049

1/4

0.111

0.113

0.113

0.295

0.109

0.108

0.433

18.8

32.3

32.6655

1.95053

1.95049

1/2

0.109

0.112

0.112

0.294

0.109

0.108

0.435

18.9

32.3

32.6655

1.95031

1.95027

1

0.109

0.112

0.112

0.294

0.109

0.108

0.435

18.9

32.3

32.6646

1.95019

1.95015

2

0.108

0.112

0.112

0.294

0.109

0.108

0.435

18.9

32.3

32.6646

1.95002

1.94998

4

0.107

0.112

0.112

0.294

0.109

0.108

0.435

18.9

32.4

32.6637

1.94981

1.94981

6

0.107

0.112

0.112

0.293

0.109

0.108

0.435

18.9

32.4

32.6637

1.94969

1.94965

8

0.106

0.112

0.112

0.293

0.109

0.108

0.435

18.9

32.4

32.6628

1.94960

1.94956

10

0.106

0.112

0.112

0.293

0.109

0.108

0.435

19.0

32.4

32.6628

1.94952

1.94948

IV. Effect of Aging on SRAM Performance Parameters
In this section, we explain the comparative impact of aging effects on the remaining SRAM performance parameters; namely, write margin, access time, and leakage power.
A. Write Margin
To consider the worst case of aging for the write margin,
we measure the write margin for a cell that has been in
a fixed state for a long time and then experiences a write
to an opposite value and immediately followed by a second
write operation to re-write the original value back to the
cell. During the second write cycle, the write margin of the
cell is reduced due to the pull-up action of the un-aged PKrishnappa, Comparative BTI Reliability ...

7
Percentage decrease in
Stand-by SNM

compared to the 6T SRAM cell. It is observed that overall
SNM reduction for the 8T and 10T cells is 4.26% which
is less than the 6.09% SNM reduction observed for the 6T
cell in 10-year life-time. The reduced impact of aging on
the SNM of 8T and 10T cells is attributed to the lower
operating supply voltage because the rate of aging is lower
at low supply voltage as shown in Fig. 2 and Eq. 2.
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Fig. 4. Percentage decrease in Stand-by SNM. 8T, 10T have least
change over 6T. Approximately 7% decrease in 6T device over 10
years of lifetime.

MOS which resists the change on the node storing ‘1’. The
write margin is measured by applying a DC noise source to
the bit-line that is at the zero level during the second write
operation. The noise level is increased to a point where the
write operation fails. This noise level is called write margin. As seen from the result Tables (I & II), 8T and 10T
cells have nearly similar write margin because of isolation
of read and write operations and therefore having identical
write paths. Also, the write margin of the 8T and 10T is

The access time is determined by the time it takes for
the cell to develop a minimum required voltage drop on
the bitline (∼100 mV) [11]. In the 6T cell, the read path
is via the access and the pull-down transistor (M1 and M5
in Fig. 3(a)). In the case of the 8T and 10T cell, the cell is
buffered and hence thehread path is via the access transistor
and the buffer pull-down path (M7 and M8 in Fig 3(b) and
M7, M8, and M9 in Fig. 3(b)). As mentioned earlier, the
aging of the transistors (M5, M6, M8, and M9) connect to
the word line is neglected due to their very low “ON” time
(β ≈ 0). The worst case scenario for the impact of the
BTI aging on the access time is when the cell remains in
a fixed state (Q=‘1’; Q=‘0’) for a long time such that the
transistors M1 and M7 are aged with a DC stress pattern
(β ≈ 1).
It is observed from Table II that 8T and 10T cells show
longer access time which is due to lower operating supply
voltage. 10T cell has the longest access time because of
the extra transistors in the read path (M9 and M10 in Fig,
3(c)). Fig. 6 shows percentage increase in access time over
the life-time. It is observed that the percentage degradation in access time is more in the case of 8T SRAM (1.03%
over 10 years) compared to 10T and 6T cells (0.58% and
0.54%, respectively). The higher sensitivity of the access
time of the 8Tcell to the aging is due to the increase sensitivity of the read path to Vth at the low operating voltage.
Reduced sensitivity of the access time to aging in the 10T
cell compared to the 8T cell is because of having a longer
read path in which only one transistor (M7) out of the 3
transistors (M7, M8, and M9) is aged. Nonetheless, the
漢
amount of change in the access time is quite small in all
漢
the SRAM cells.
C. Leakage Power
Leakage in the SRAM cell is mainly caused by the sub
threshold leakage which occurs on the “OFF” transistors.
Hence, the BTI induced Vth increase which happens on
the ON transistors does not impact the leakage of the cell
unless the cell changes state and the “ON” transistors become “OFF”. Leakage in a large SRAM arrays is the sum
of the leakages of many identical cells in the array. It would
be unrealistic to assume all the cells in a large SRAM array will not change state during the life-time. Hence, we
漢
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Fig. 5. 6T cell is operated in 0.9V, 8T and 10T cell in 0.42V. Hence,
aging effects in 8T and 10T have minimum decrease in write margin
for power scaled to obtain same SNM in Section III.
1.2
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Access Time

B. Access Time
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Time (Year)
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Fig. 6. Despite of increased read margin in 8T, 10T cell. Percentage
increase is observed for 8T, 10T cell (negligible). 6T cell is more sensitive to variations in 32nm technology. The absolute values in Table
II provide information about 6T sensitivity to read time increase.

assume a 50% stress probability (β=0.5) on all the transistors in the cell except those connected to the word-lines.
Such increase in Vth of transistors results in reduction of
the leakage of the SRAM cells on average over the lifetime.
Table II presents simulated results of leakage power of the
SRAM cells and the average reduction over life-time. It is
observed that the 8T and 10T show less leakage power than
the 6T cells, which is due to the lower operating supply
voltage. 10T cell shows less leakage than the 8T cell which
is due to the reduction in the bit-line leakage by introducing the extra transistors (M9 and M10). Fig. 7 presents
the percentage of reduction in average leakage power over
the life-time caused by aging effects. 6T cell experiences
almost negligible reduction in the leakage power, while 8T
cell and 10T cells exhibit 0.077% average reduction in their
respective leakage power over a 10-year life-time.
0.1
Percentage decrease in
Leakage power

relatively less compared
to that of the 6T cell, because of
h
lower operating supply voltage. However, the percentage
h
of reduction in write margin caused by aging effects is less
in the case of 8T and 10T cells, as shown in Fig. 5. It
is observed that write margin reduction for the 6T cell is
0.63% over 10 years of life time, whereas, the write margin
of the 8T and 10T cells reduce by 0.20% over the same
life-time. The reduced impact of the transistor aging on
the write margin of the 8T and 10T cells is attributed to
their lower operating voltage.

0.08
0.06

蛤
蛤
拍
拍100°C

6T
8T
10T

0.04

蛤
蛤

0.02
0
0 1/8y1/4y1/2y 1y 2y 4y 6y 8y 10y
Time (Year)

Fig. 7. Leakage power - percentage decrease is highest for 10T cell at
100◦ C. The absolute leakage power decrease in 6T is to its maximum
and saturates at 0.9V.

蛤

V. Conclusion
A comparative analysis of performance of 6T, 8T, and
10T SRAM cells were conducted under BTI aging effects in
a predictive 32 nm CMOS technology with High-k metal
gate transistors. 8T and 10T cells enable lower supply
voltage which provides advantages for reducing power consumption. In this study, we have shown that the lower
operating supply voltage of the 8T and 10T cells is of advantage when considering the transistor aging effects. The
8T and 10T cells experience much less reduction of their
SNM as a result of the transistor aging effects. The impact
of the aging on write margin and access time is negligible; however, the 8T and 10T cells exhibit less reduction in
write margin caused by aging. The reliability advantage of
8T and 10T SRAM cells make them an excellent choice for
low power and reliable SRAM design in nano-scale technologies and in the presence of transistor aging effects.
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